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Infiltration Liquid Crystal in Microstructured Polymer Optical Fibers
W. Yuan), L. wei, o. Bani
1. DTU Fotonik, Dept. ofPhotonics Engineering, Technical University ofDenmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
Microstructured polymer optical fibres (mPOFs) have attracted significant interests , mainly because fabrication
techniques have allowed novel structures to be made at low temperature with polymers, especially PMMA
(refractive index 1.49) [1]. Recently, thermal and electrical tunabilities of liquid crystals infiltrated silica
photonic bandgap fibres have been demonstrated, and various devices have also been developed [2, 3].
Here, to our knowledge, we firstly demonstrate the photonic bandgap effect with PMMA mPOF by filling the
air holes with liquid crystal , and subsequently change the light guidance mechanism from index guiding to
bandgap guiding. The triangular structure PMMA mPOF used in the experiment is fabricated by our group with
diameter 130Jllll and a solid core surrounded by 3 rings of air holes , as shown in Fig. I(a) the air hole diameter
and hole to hole pitch are 4.5Jl1ll and IOum, respectively. A 60cm length mPOF is butt-coupled to a
conventional single mode fiber (SMF) with the broadband light from a supercontinuum source (SuperK, Koheras
A/S). The guided modes image under 50X microscope is shown in Fig. 1(b). It is clear to see the colour of the
guided modes is red, since some wavelengths are attenuated by the material loss of PMMA in visible region. A
positive dielectric anisotropy liquid crystal E7 (Merck, Germany, no=1.52, Ile=1.74) is then infiltrated into about
6cm of the length of mPOF by using capillary forces with the duration of 45 minutes. The end of mPOF where
liquid crystal is filled is then butt-coupled again with SMF. After liquid crystal infiltration, the guided modes
image is shown in Fig. I(c) , and it is found the colour of the guided modes is changed from red to green, which
means some wavelengths in red region have been filtered out due to the bandgap effect induced by liquid crystal.
The transmission spectrum is measured by an optical spectrum analyzer with lnm resolution, and normalized to that of
the unfilled fiber as shown by the solid line in Fig. 1(d). The difference of spectra of Fig. 1(d) clearly reveals that,
by filling the liquid crystal, some new bandgaps are formed in the wavelength range of 730nm-780nm, which is
quite different with the material loss spectrum shown as the black dash line.
The possibility of applying mPOF to fabricate turnable fiber devices will make mPOF as an ideal substitution
of the expensive silica photonic crystal fibers in practical applications. More investigations will be done in near
future, e.g. thermal and electrical tunabilities.
Fig. 1 (a). The cross section of the mPOF used in this experiment. (b) The guided modes image of unfilled mPOF with
the broadband light from a supercontinuum source. (c) The guided modes image of E7 filled mPOF. (d) Transmission
spectrum of liquid crystal filled mPOF (the solid line) and material loss spectrum ofmPOF (the dash line).
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